
Year three of this eclectic, 
amusing, inspiring, sometimes 
audacious and always brilliant 
festival, set up to celebrate the 
area’s radical thinking and 
literary heritage.
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Hello

Welcome to the third Stoke Newington 
Literary Festival!  We hope you’ll find 
something in our packed, eclectic pro-
gramme to enjoy. With everything from 
debates on our communities and media 
to legends of punk poetry and R&B, as 
well as some truly outstanding fiction, we 
continue to take our inspiration from the 
area’s radical as well as its literary history.

We’re delighted to be working with 
New Statesman as media partner in 
a relationship that will hopefully 
develop in coming years.

This year, our focus has been on building 
even stronger relationships with schools, 
community groups and other arts organ-
isations. In particular, Hackney Library 
Services has given us amazing support. 
If you’re not a member of your local 
library, please take this opportunity to 
join up. As well as every book you’ll ever 
want to read, they run reading groups, 
language taster lessons, classical music 
appreciation groups and many other 
events throughout the year.

Our first kids’ programme last year 
was a huge success and we’re taking 
authors into William Patten, Grasmere 
and Stoke Newington Schools on Friday 
1st June, to ensure that as many children 
as possible get access to some of our 
wonderful authors. The weekend also 
sees a range of kids’ and family events 
with everything from grisly writing 
workshops to stinky stories and a very 
special visit from The Gruffalo!

We’ve again tried to keep ticket prices 
as low as possible so that you can eke out 
your budget or just see more stuff. 

Thanks must go to our band of heroic 
volunteers, without whom the festival 
really wouldn’t happen at all. Feel free 
to hug any or all of them over the week-
end. They’ve promised not to bite.

We hope you have a wonderful time!

stokenewingtonliteraryfestival.com   

twitter: @stokeylitfest  

facebook: stokeylitfest

tickets now on sale at ticketweb.co.uk

Current aff airs and newspaper magazine of the year 2011 | Consumer website of the year 2011

Subscribe today and get the country’s most intelligent, 
entertaining and informative current aff airs magazine 
delivered to you every week.
Political insight. Economic analysis. Provocative debate. 
Surprising scoops. The sharpest cultural criticism. 
The fi nest long-form reportage.

12 weeks for £12 – saving £30 on the cover price
Take out a subscription now and receive 12 weeks of the New Statesman 
for £12. This includes the digital edition (suitable for iPad and iPhone) 
and access to the magazine’s archives. 

Simply order online at subscribe.newstatesman.com/link/SNLF20 
or call freephone 0800 731 8496

Visit www.newstatesman.com to fi nd out more

The New Statesman is the most interesting and 
 best-written weekly magazine in Britain today” 

“A national treasure . . . serious, well-written commentary” 
 Richard Dawkins

A subscription to the New Statesman brings you:
Cultural criticism from John Gray, Craig Raine, Sarah Churchwell, 
Leo Robson, John Burnside and Amanda Craig, plus original     fi ction 
and poetry.

Politics unpacked Read Rafael Behr on Westminster and Mehdi Hasan 
on world aff airs, plus agenda-setting interviews and interventions.

Must-read columns David Blanchfl ower and Robert Skidelsky on 
economics, the Jemima Khan interview, Richard Mabey on nature, 
Felicity Cloake on food, Nina Caplan on drink and Will Self on . . . 
well, everything.

Scoops and surprises Christopher Hitchens’s last interview, 
Hugh Grant goes undercover to expose phone-hacking, the discovery 
of a lost Ted Hughes poem, the Archbishop of Canterbury’s challenge 
to the coalition’s reform agenda... 

“
A N Wilson

“The new New Statesman is thoughtful and surprising” 
 David Miliband

New Statesman as media sponsor is pleased to 
support Stoke Newington Literary Festival



Gala Opening with Josie Long  
and Robin Ince £10
Town Hall, 7pm

Our opening event features two of our 
favourite comedians whose love affairs 
with books provide a great kick-off to the 
festival weekend. Award-winning Josie 
is hotly tipped to be ‘one of the most 
important voices in British comedy’. Robin 
hosts the Sony Gold award-winning Infinite 
Monkey Cage and is the author of the 
wonderful Bad Book Club: One Man’s Quest 
To Uncover the Books That Taste Forgot.

Pauline Black £5
Library Gallery, 8pm

As lead singer of The Selecter, Pauline Black 
was a legend of the 2-Tone scene and a lone 
woman in a movement dominated by men. 
After the band split in 1982, she went on to 
cut a unique path through music, theatre, 
TV presenting, radio broadcasting and 
writing. Simultaneously she pursued a 
personal journey to discover the truth 
about her birth parents. Her compelling 
autobiography explores music, theatre, 
race, adoption and identity.

Things We Like £5 
Library Gallery, 10pm

A laid-back night of black comedy, music 
and books (but mostly comedy). Hosted by 
award-winning comedian Miriam Elia and 
bestselling humour writer Bruno Vincent, 
this was the first event to sell out at the 
festival last year. And so help us, we’ll do it 
again! We return with the same mix of great 
stand-up comedy, reassuringly misanthropic 
authors, sexually liberated poets and some 
lovely music thrown in for good measure. 

SAT7-10PM 10.30AM-12PM

Come and Meet the Gruffalo! £3 
Town Hall, 10.30am, Family Event

He has terrible tusks, and terrible claws! 
Come and meet everyone’s favourite monster, 
THE GRUFFALO. Stokey-based storyteller, 
Fleur Alexander, takes us on a journey into 
the Deep Dark Wood. And if you help her 
sing his song loudly enough, the monster 
himself will put in an appearance!

The Usborne Write Your 
Own Story Book workshop 
with Louie Stowell £3  
Library Gallery, 11am, Age 9+ 

Have you ever wanted to write a story but 
wondered where to start? Usborne author, 
Louie Stowell, is here to help! Sure to spark 
the imagination of every budding writer, 
this workshop will guide you through 
the building blocks of writing your own 
story with top tips along the way. Come 
along - who knows where your writing 
might end up! 

Storytails: Writing Workshop Free
The White Hart, 11am

Gabriella Apicella, local writer and screen-
writing tutor and novelist Jayne Joso 
give tips, advice and encouragement in 
this session that will generate stories (by 
featured writers and the audience) that 
will be presented as part of Sunday’s 
accompanying Storytails event. A great 
opportunity to see writers and tutors in 
action, learn about the art of storytelling 
and perhaps inspire you to write your own 
novel, or even a short story that might 
feature in the follow-up event on Sunday.

Justin Cartwright 
& Jonathan Lee: 
London Novels £5
St Mary’s Old Church, 12pm

Booker-shortlisted, Whitbread Novel 
Award-winning Justin Cartwright is one 
of the most distinctive voices in British 
fiction. His novel Other People’s Money is a 
subtle thriller with the City as its backdrop. 
Jonathan Lee has been hailed by The BBC 
Culture Show as one of the UK’s ‘best new 
novelists’ and ‘a major new voice in British 
fiction’ by The Guardian. His new novel Joy 
is also set in the Square Mile and he and 
Justin will discuss their respective books, 
their own relationship with London and 
its role as a backdrop to their critically 
acclaimed and hugely enjoyable novels.

© Axel Scheffler

FRI

© Axel Scheffler

Josie Long © Idil Sukan

Robin Ince

Pauline Black



Pongy Prose for Whiffy Writers Free 
Library Gallery, 1pm, Age 6+

Why just read stories - why not SMELL 
them as well?  Come and meet the Famous 
Farter and create your very own smelly 
book.  There’ll be lots of different smells 
to choose from (some nice, some… not…) 
and you’ll be shown how to use them to 
create characters and make up lots of 
stinky stories.

Perfect London Pubs £4
The White Hart, 1pm

When George Orwell described his perfect 
pub - the ‘Moon Under Water’ - he 
wasn’t thinking of a Wetherspoon’s. Last 
year Robin Turner travelled the UK in 
search of Orwell’s vision, visiting pubs 
and talking to people including N16 beer 
scribe Pete Brown, over a few rounds in 
The Jolly Butchers.

Pete’s next book, Shakespeare’s Local, tells 
the 500-year history of the George Inn in 
Southwark. So we decided to reunite the 
pair to compare notes and figure out what 
characterises London’s best pubs.
Beer included. Over 18s only.

The School of Life: 
How To Change the World £5
Clissold House, 2pm 

What difference can you make in the world?
Combining fresh new insights from history, 
politics and modern culture, this book will 
equip you with the courage to overcome 
inertia and indifference, and inspire you to 
take that difficult first step towards change.
John-Paul Flintoff is a writer, broadcaster 
and activist.

The Olympic Legacy with China 
Miéville, Iain Sinclair, Laura 
Oldfield Ford & Ken Worpole £6
Abney Public Hall, 2pm 

With the London 2012 Olympics just a 
few weeks away, debate about its legacy 
has never been so intense. We’ve brought 
together Iain Sinclair, whose Ghost Milk 
explores the subject in depth; multi-award-
winning sci-fi writer China Miéville and 
Savage Messiah Laura Oldfield Ford, whose 
perspectives of the city bring fresh insight 
to the subject. With Ken Worpole.

Global Food vs Local Food
With George Alagiah, Dr Giles 
Oldroyd and Hattie Ellis £5
Abney Public Hall, 12pm

We’re bombarded with concerns about food: 
what’s ‘sustainable’ fish? Is there such a 
thing as ‘cruelty free’ meat? Can diet cause 
cancer? How ‘bad’ is GM?  Set against that, 
every day, a billion people in the world are 
overweight, while another billion go to bed 
hungry every day. Food security is arguably 
one of the most pressing issues of the 21st 
century, yet we seem to be a long way from 
sorting out our global food crisis.

George Alagiah navigates this fascinating 
debate with food scientist Dr Giles Oldroyd 
and investigative food writer Hattie Ellis, 
author of What To Eat: 10 Chewy Questions 
about Food.

45 mins & 45 seconds of Radical 
Stokey 450 pence – please pay 
Simon, your tour guide.
Abney Park Cemetery, Church St Entrance,
Sat & Sun, 12pm

Dive off the high street for a quick dip into 
the unique cemetery and nature reserve 
that is Abney Park, for a whistle-stop tour 
of radical and literary Stoke Newington. 
Discover the revolutionary and rebellious 
past of the ‘village that changed the world’. 
We’ll hear about the famous writers and 
philosophers who made this part of 
Hackney a hotbed of activism, abolitionism 
and anti-authoritarian sentiment. From the 
Salvation Army to the Angry Brigade, from 
Daniel Defoe to Baader-Meinhof; Stokey’s 
seen it all. And Hackney Tours wants to 
share it with you! Quickly!

Assemble by the Church Street entrance to 
Abney Park Cemetery. Tours last 45 min-
utes and 45 seconds.

The School of Life: 
How to Find Fulfilling Work £5
Clissold House, 12pm

Can you take your working life in new 
directions?

Drawing on wisdom about work that is to 
be found in sociology, psychology, history 
and philosophy, Roman Krznaric sets out a 
practical and innovative guide to negotiating 
the labyrinth of choices, overcoming the fear 
of change, and finding a career that makes 
you thrive.  Roman Krznaric is a writer, 
lifestyle thinker and empathy expert.

SAT12PM 1-2PMSAT

George Alagiah © BBC China Miéville © Chris Close



Jackie Kay £6
Library Gallery, 3pm 

Jackie Kay has become one of Britain’s 
most respected and best-loved writers. 
Her compassion, wit and masterful story-
telling span a career that has encompassed 
poetry, short stories, novels and children’s 
books. Jackie will read from Reality, Reality, 
a collection of fifteen extraordinary stories 
about memories, love, sex, and the power 
of the imagination to see us through the 
most difficult times.

Well Read & Well Fed. A food and 
drink quiz with Charles Campion 
and Bill Knott £5
Homa, 3pm 

Come and test your culinary and literary 
knowledge with former chef and Financial 
Times columnist Bill Knott; and top 
food and drink writer, restaurant critic 
and Masterchef judge Charles Campion. 
The winners of this challenging but hugely 
enjoyable quiz will enjoy lunch with 
Bill and Charles at The Modern Pantry 
in Clerkenwell.

Elif Shafak £6
Town Hall, 4pm

We’re delighted to welcome back Elif 
Shafak, bestselling author of The Bastard 
of Istanbul and The Forty Rules of Love. Elif 
will talk about the politics of immigration, 
multiculturalism and identity, and her new 
novel Honour – a powerful and moving 
account of murder, love and family set in 
a Kurdish village, Istanbul and Hackney.

Community Spirit: 
How Do We Live Together? Free
Abney Public Hall, 4pm

The government wants us to believe in the 
Big Society, but last summer’s riots sug-
gested a country at odds with itself. Do 
we need to re-examine how we live along-
side each other? Has consumerism replaced 
community? Can Twitter replace curtain-
twitching? And as our inner cites are more 
and more gentrified, how do we deal with 
the class divide? A panel including Baron 
Maurice Glasman of Stoke Newington & 
Stamford Hill,  Kieran Yates, co-author of 
Summer of Unrest: Generation Vexed: What 
the English Riots Don’t Tell us About Our 
Nations’ Youth and Diane Abbott, MP for 
Hackney North and Stoke Newington.

In association with Little Atoms.

The School of Life: 
How To Talk About Sex £5
Clissold House, Saturday, 4pm 

Can you make your relationships more 
intimate? No generation before ours has 
been so at ease with sexuality and physical 
intimacy. We know what we want and we 
know how to get it. Or at least that’s 
the story we’re constantly sold in adverts, 
movies and music videos. But, if it’s true, 
why do so many of us feel uncertain about 
sex? We’ll look at some of the cultural 
myths and social pressures and open up 
fresh routes to explore what we genuinely 
want from sex and how to achieve it.

Susan Quilliam is a highly experienced 
relationship psychologist and the author 
of The New Joy of Sex and The Relate Guide 
to Staying Together.

A Hackney Anthology Free
Saturday, Macsara Bar, 2pm

A Hackney Anthology
Saturday, Macsara Bar, 14.00
Free

‘Reaches the parts of Hackney Iain Sinclair 
doesn’t reach’ - Stuart Home.

25 writers, 25 different perspectives 
on Hackney. From gentrification to 
supermarket sandwiches, Turkish Alevism 
to inner-city river living, middle-class 
civil war to pylon romance, Acquired 
for Development by… is a superb new 
anthology that captures an alternative, 
insightful and sometimes bizarre take 
on modern London life. Featuring 
Gary Budden, Kit Caless, Lee Rourke, 
Siddhartha Bose, Gavin James Bower 
and Ashlee Christoffersen. 

Bert: The Life and Times of 
A.L. Lloyd with Dave Arthur £4
The White Hart, 3pm 

‘When everyone else was listening to Cream, 
I was listening to A. L. Lloyd.’ - Frank Zappa

Folk singer and music collector, writer, 
painter, journalist, art critic, whalerman, 
sheep station roustabout, Marxist, 
antifascist and much more - A. L. (Bert) 
Lloyd led an extraordinary life. Dave 
Arthur, a researcher, collector, writer and 
broadcaster of English music and folklore 
recounts a creative and passionate life, and 
in so doing provides a social history of 
a turbulent twentieth century. Dave will 
also bring some musician friends to play 
some of Bert’s music.

SAT SAT2-4PM 2-4PM

Jackie Kay © Caroline Forbes

Elif Shafak



Nick Coleman: 
The Train in the Night £4
Clissold House, 4pm

Nick Coleman was a music journalist 
whose world changed overnight when 
he lost his hearing. His forced rediscovery 
of sound and the music-scapes that had 
shaped his identity brought with it some 
astonishing insight. He discusses ‘taste’ 
in music, the personal soundtracks to our 
lives and enormous record collections with 
fellow music writer Barney Hoskyns.

RIP The Book? Free
Sat, St Mary’s Old Church, 5pm

Debate about the future of publishing 
has never been so intense. E-books and 
readers, library closures, pricing models, 
self-published best sellers…no-one really 
knows how things will pan out. Two of 
our leading authors China Miéville and 
Mark Billingham are joined by industry 
insiders to talk about their concerns, 
predictions and hopes for the book as 
we know it and the book we have yet 
to discover. 

Rising Stars with Alex Clark £4
White Hart, 5pm

Alex Clark, former editor of Granta and 
now a literary critic for The Guardian 
and the BBC, talks to some hotly tipped 
debut authors about getting published, 
the excitement around their new books 
and their plans for world domination. 
A great way of discovering new writing 
and being able to say ‘ah yes well of course 
I met them right at the start of their career.’ 
With Anna Raverat (Signs of Life), Howard 
Cunnell (The Sea on Fire) and Francesca 
Segal (The Innocents) are already garnering 
rave reviews so come and see what the fuss 
is all about!

SAT 4-5PM

Growing Up Black. 
Dennis Morris in conversation 
with George Alagiah £6
Library Gallery, 5pm

Dennis Morris is an influential photogra-
pher who toured with Bob Marley and the 
Sex Pistols, whose work hangs in the V&A 
and has been featured in Rolling Stone, 
Time, GQ and Vogue. His latest book, 
Growing up Black, is a powerfully evocative 
look at Hackney in the 1960s and 70s. 
His images of immigration and integration 
chime strongly with the themes covered 
in George Alagiah’s BBC2 series, Mixed 
Britannia. Together, they discuss some of 
the most powerful images of the book and 
explore how ‘multiculturalism’ has helped 
shape London. 

Juke Box Fury £8
Town Hall, 6pm 

Return of the popular music and music-
writing panel, hosted by World’s Coolest 
Librarian™ Richard Boon, who invites 
four renowned writers to each play the 
track that made them want to write 
about music, then discuss where serious 
writing about music is going, or has 
gone, and whether music and its writing 
matters in the way it once did. This year, 
on an NME tip, with its biographer Pat 
Long and past writers David Quantick, 
James Brown and Barney Hoskyns. A 
‘Hit’ not to ‘Miss.’

5-6PM SAT

Nick Coleman Dennis Morris © Dennis Morris



Sandstorm: Libya in the Time 
of Revolution. Lindsey Hilsum 
in Discussion with Suzanne 
Moore £4
Abney Public Hall, 6pm 

Channel 4’s International Editor Lindsey 
Hilsum has covered wars in Rwanda, Iraq, 
Afghanistan and Kosovo, as well as Libya. 
She was there when Muammar Gaddafi 
was finally brought down, and her new 
book traces the history of Gadaffi’s regime 
from its strange beginnings to its paranoid, 
corrupt end. But the book is also a brilliant 
narrative of Libyan people overcoming 
fear and disillusionment and finding the 
strength to rebel. Lindsey tells Suzanne 
Moore her incredible story.

Andrea Stuart & Colin Grant £4
Stoke Newington Bookshop, 6.30pm 

We bring together two hugely talented 
biographers who between them have 
written about Napoleon’s Josephine, 
Marcus Garvey, and The Wailers. They 
have recently turned their skills to their 
own family stories: Andrea Stuart traces 
her family’s involvement with the sugar 
industry in a story of insatiable greed and 
forbidden love, of abuse and liberation. 
Colin Grant’s memoir about growing up 
in one of the few black families in Luton 
in the 1970s paints a superb portrait of 
his father: the feckless, tyrannical Bageye. 
Together they discuss the importance and 
challenge of capturing family stories.

SAT 6-6.30PM

John Cooper Clarke with 
Simon Day £15
Town Hall, 7.30pm 

John Cooper Clarke’s biting, satirical, 
political and very funny verse delivered in 
his rapid-fire performance style has been 
influential from the punk movement to 
the present day. Alex Turner of the Arctic 
Monkeys cites John as a huge inspiration 
and we can see why.  John mixes some of 
his classic work with new poems and one-
liners in what promises to be an unmissable 
event.  Kicking the evening off, Simon Day, 
formerly of the Fast Show, chats about his 
hilarious autobiography Comedy and Error: 
They Really Were Marvellous Times.

Literary Death Match London 
Ep. 27 £5
Library Gallery, 8pm 

Literary Death Match makes its debut at 
the Stoke Newington Literary Festival with 
a knockout line-up of great writers. Readers 
include Picador’s elegantly funny novelist 
Anna Raverat, Matt Potter with a terrifying 
true story of international smuggling, author 
and actress Lucy Ann Holmes with more 
of her very funny tales of the vicissitudes of 
love, and comedian Andy Zaltzman with 
his wildly inventive and surreal writings.Their 
performances will be analysed by three 
hilarious judges, and two will go through 
to a batshit-crazy finale which leaves no 
prisoners. Only one can win. Fight!

Hosted by Bruno Vincent and Nicki 
Le Masurier.

Dr Frankenstein’s 
Travelling Freak Show £5
St Mary’s Old Church, 8pm 

“What does one see, when looking into the eyes 
of a monster?”

The Tin Shed Theatre Co. retells Mary 
Shelley’s Frankenstein through the 
debauched and twisted eyes of one 
cynical raconteur and his faithful gaggle 
of gormless goons. This piece covers two 
very Victorian-esque themes, exploring 
the issues and ideas provoked by the 
freak show, whilst examining the human 
need for companionship. Working in 
collaboration with Cardiff-based band 
INC.A, Tin Shed delicately treads the 
thin line between hilarity and morality.

7.30-8PM SAT

John Cooper Clarke Andrea Stuart © Julia Hember
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CLISSOLD HOUSE
Clissold Park, N16
Access – Clissold House is a fully accessible 
building, with a lift to all floors and an accessible 
toilet. Induction loop available. Limited disabled 
parking with prior notice.

ST MARY’S OLD CHURCH
Stoke Newington Church Street N16 9ES
Access – Step free access, no toilet facilities at all.

TOWN HALL
Stoke Newington Church Street N16 0JR
Access – The Town Hall is fitted with an induction 
loop hearing aid system. The venue is fully 
accessible, with the exception of the gallery areas.

THE GALLERY, PUBLIC LIBRARY
184 Stoke Newington Church Street N16 0JS
Access – Library Gallery is wheelchair accessible.

BABY BATHHOUSE
125 Stoke Newington Church Street N16 0UH
Access – No step free access.

ABNEY PUBLIC HALL 
73a Stoke Newington Church Street N16 0AS
Access – Abney Public Hall has step-free access 
and an accessible toilet. 

ABNEY PARK CEMETERY 
Stoke Newington Church Street entrance
Access – General level access but some uneven 
surfaces and some narrow paths, steps and ramps. 
Disabled toilet on site.

HOMA 
71 Stoke Newington Church Street N16 0AS
Access – No step free access.

STOKE NEWINGTON BOOK SHOP 
159 Stoke Newington High Street N16 0NY
Access – Stoke Newington Bookshop is 
wheelchair accessible.

THE WHITE HART 
69 Stoke Newington Church Street N16 8EL
Access – No step free access.

MASCARA BAR 
72 Stamford Hill N16 6XS
Access – Mascara bar is wheelchair accessible.

Stoke Newington 
Literary Festival Venues 2012
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A London Obsession with 
Mark Mason & Craig Taylor £5
Clissold House, 1pm

Meet two brilliant writers who are 
obsessive about London. Mark Mason 
walked the entire London Underground 
system above ground – all 403 miles of 
it - uncovering some astonishing insights 
and a wealth of fascinating trivia along 
the way. Craig Taylor spent five years 
listening to the London residents who 
make the city such a vibrant place to live. 
With a cast featuring undertakers, plumbers, 
gardeners, rappers, Mark Twain and Karl 
Marx, this event will amaze, inform, 
delight and inspire you to look at the 
city with fresh eyes.

Life after Leveson £5
Abney Public Hall, 1pm 

The British press has been put under 
unprecedented scrutiny in the past year, 
as MPs, celebrities and ordinary people 
fought back against the snooping excesses 
of the press. But could our revulsion at 
phone hacking ultimately endanger the free 
press? Do we need new laws and regulations 
to govern journalism? What kind of press 
do we want - if the press has a future at all? 
Is it time to tame the feral beasts?

With Brian Cathcart, founder of the 
Hacked Off campaign, Daily Mail and 
Guardian columnist Suzanne Moore, Dan 
Hind, author of The Return of the Public: 
Democracy, Power and the case for Media 
Reform, and Nick Cohen, columnist and 
author of You Can’t Read This Book: 
Censorship In An Age Of Freedom.
 
In association with Little Atoms.

Pete Brown: Beer and 
Music Matching £4
The White Hart, 1pm 

It’s a proven scientific fact (seriously, it 
is) that music can affect the taste of what 
you’re eating or drinking while you’re 
listening to it.  So what better way to 
celebrate this than to line up a flight of 
classic beers and a selection of tracks from 
classic albums, and put them together?

As featured in WORD magazine, top beer 
writer Pete Brown returns to the White 
Hart.  And this time he’s bringing his iPod.  

Over 18s only. Price includes beer.

Grisly Tales for Ghoulish Writers. 
For Kids £3
Library Gallery, 11am, Age 9+

Grisly Tales author Bruno Vincent (who 
writes stories with horrible titles like 
‘The Boy Who Picked His Nose’, ‘The Boy Who 
Farted ’ and ‘The Thing in the Chimney’) will 
be running a workshop showing children 
how to write gruesome cautionary tales of 
their own, in six easy steps.

Storytails Free
The White Hart, 11am 

At the Storytails event yesterday, creative 
writing tutors taught attendees techniques 
to improve their fiction writing. Today 
we regroup to discover and discuss the 
results from both professional and amateur 
writers. A great event to hear and partici-
pate in writing that’s been generated over 
the festival weekend.

Come and draw with 
Karin Littlewood Free 
Town Hall, 11am, Family Event 

Come and join local author and illustrator 
Karin Littlewood for an hour of story- 
telling, drawing and finding out more 
about how to share stories through 
pictures. If you don’t think you can 
draw, don’t worry, Karin has a few tips 
that might help…

45 mins & 45 seconds of Radical 
Stokey 450 pence – please pay 
Simon, your tour guide.
Abney Park Cemetery, Church St Entrance,
Sat & Sun, 12pm

Dive off the high street for a quick 
dip into the unique cemetery and nature 
reserve that is Abney Park, for a whistle- 
stop tour of radical and literary Stoke 
Newington. Discover the revolutionary 
and rebellious past of the ‘village that 
changed the world’. We’ll hear about the 
famous writers and philosophers who 
made this part of Hackney a hotbed of ac-
tivism, abolitionism and anti-authoritarian 
sentiment. From the Salvation Army to 
the Angry Brigade, from Daniel Defoe 
to Baader-Meinhof; Stokey’s seen it all. 
And Hackney Tours wants to share it with 
you! Quickly!

Assemble by the Church Street entrance 
to Abney Park Cemetery. Tours last 45 
minutes and 45 seconds.

How To Draw Comics with Adam 
Murphy and The Phoenix £3
Town Hall, 1pm, Age 6+

The Phoenix, the brand new weekly story 
comic for children, is coming to the 
Stoke Newington Literary Festival and 
the supremely talented Adam Murphy, 
examiner of the expired, interrogator of 
the interred and creator of the marvellous 
Corpse Talk, will be doing a comics work-
shop! Every week in The Phoenix, Adam 
trots down to the local cemetery to exhume 
a famous historical figure for a good ol’ 
natter! Part non-fiction, part ghoulish glee ... 
all fantastic fun!

SUN SUN11AM-1PM 1PM

Pete Brown © Davidxgreen.com 

© The Phoenix



Afternoon Tea with Jenny Colgan 
£5 including cupcake
Homa, 4pm

Former stand-up Jenny, who’s been 
described by The Observer as ‘sharp and 
witty’ and by New Statesman as ‘sharp 
and hilarious’ (there’s a theme there) lists 
amongst her favourite things ‘Stewart Lee, 
Jon Ronson and Spanx’. With one of her 
recent novels set in a Stoke Newington 
cake shop, Jenny’s joining us to talk about 
writing fiction for women, the ‘chick lit’ 
label and, surprisingly, her exciting new 
Doctor Who gig!

A Genteel Tipple Through Gin 
in Literature £4
Library Gallery, 4pm 

As Dorothy Parker said, ‘I like to have 
a martini, two at the very most. After 
three I’m under the table, after four I’m 
under my host.’ Gin has fuelled legendary 
writers, unforgettable characters and 
gripping plots. Come and enjoy some 
enlightening extracts and sample specially 
mixed Hendrick’s cocktails. 
 
All drinks included. Over 18s only.

Tony Grisoni’s Kingsland £5
Library Gallery, 2pm

Look at the city you think you know 
through different eyes. Hollywood 
screenwriter Tony Grisoni (Fear & Loathing 
in Las Vegas, Tideland, Red Riding) lives 
and works in Stoke Newington and was 
inspired to make his short film Kingsland 
by the predominantly Kurdish community 
that lives and works in Dalston and Stoke 
Newington. It is shot with real people in 
real locations and follows the story of The 
Dreamer, a young man who arrives in the 
area but doesn’t know the rules. Tony 
will talk about the film before and after  
it’s screened.

The New Libertines £4 
Baby Bathhouse, 3pm

The New Libertines is a spoken word 
show that blends poetry, prose and music 
in a dazzling performance. Rooted in 
burlesque, Beat, fin de siécle France 
and the ecstatic mystics it then slaps its 
influences around the face with a knuckle-
dusting of postmodern wit and Modernist 
anger. This year’s line-up includes poetry 
slam winners Paul Askew, Hay Brunsdon, 
and Tina Sederholm; Literary Death Match 
winner Dan Holloway; Penny Goring, who 
launched the critically-acclaimed collection 
The Zoom Zoom at Stoke Newington last 
year; leading lights of Manchester’s spoken 
word scene Anna Percy and Sian Rathore; 
flash fiction writer Marc Nash; musician 
Jessie Grace, and Tower Poetry Prize 
winner Emily Harrison.

Joe Dunthorne £5
White Hart, 3pm

Local writer Joe shot to fame when his 
novel, Submarine, was adapted for the 
screen and became a much-loved indie hit 
in 2010. His latest novel, Wild Abandon, 
is described by The Independent as a mix 
of ‘the very British humour of Jonathan 
Coe and the zeitgeisty ambition of Douglas 
Coupland’. Joe will read an interactive 
Choose Your Own Adventure, where you 
get to decide what happens next. He’ll 
also do some poems.

SUN SUN2-3PM 3-4PM

Joe Dunthorne © Angus Muir
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Danny Wallace in Conversation £8
Town Hall, 4pm

Danny Wallace is an award-winning writer 
and the host of XFM’s Breakfast Show. His 
non-fiction book Yes Man was made into a 
hugely successful film starring Jim Carrey, 
and novels Join Me and Awkward Situations 
for Men cemented him as one of Britain’s 
funniest writers. He’s now turned his wit to 
fiction, and his new novel Charlotte Street is 
a heart-warming everyday tale of boy stalks 
girl. Already optioned by Working Chance 
Films, you can be one of the first to hear 
Danny talk about his brilliant new novel 
and laugh out loud at what promises to be 
a huge hit.

Looking for Transwonderland
with Noo Saro-Wiwa £4
White Hart, 5pm

After environmental campaigner Ken 
Saro-Wiwa was executed by Nigeria’s 
military dictatorship, his daughter Noo 
decided she wanted nothing more to 
do with her father’s country of birth. Yet 
she returns and her brilliant travelogue 
paints a quirky, fond and frustrated 
picture of modern Nigeria, where she 
starts to understand its corruption, 
religious fervour, warmth and resilience. 
She talks to playwright and Spora Stories 
director Ade Solanke whose ‘Pandora’s 
Box’ at The Arcola touched on many themes 
that define the London / African experience. 

A People’s History of London with 
John Rees and Lindsey German £4 
Abney Public Hall,  5pm 

Stoke Newington has always had a bit 
of a rep for dissent, so when we heard of 
a new book detailing London’s history 
from the perspective of its people – often 
dismissed throughout the centuries as 
a mob – we had to take a look. This 
gripping counter-history reveals how 
London’s poor and its immigrant 
population have shaped its history and 
identity over the ages: from apprentices 
closing the city gates on Charles I, to 
modern fights against fascism and racism 
in Cable Street and Notting Hill.

How Soon Is Now? £6
Town Hall, 6pm

Prompted by Richard King’s new book 
surveying ‘the madmen and mavericks 
who made independent music, 1975-2005 
(named after the classic by The Smiths, 
of course), post-punk local librarian 
Richard Boon (who arguably kick-started 
independent music in the first place) hosts 
a discussion on the cultural relevance 
(if any) of the historic DIY label move- 
ment today. With the author Richard 
King, Rough Trade Records biographer 
Neil Taylor, cultural commentator Paul 
Morley and other ‘pop-up’ guests.

The Special Relationship £4
Library Gallery, 6pm 

The Special Relationship brings together 
entertaining writers and performers from 
each side of the Atlantic. Storytelling 
and humour with irreverence and attitude 
hosted by award-winning comedian Tom 
Basden. The Stoke Newington Special 
brings together Keith Ridgway, author 
of The Parts, Animals, and the upcoming 
Hawthorn & Child; Ben Masters, whose 
debut novel The Noughties has been 
called ‘real and tender and hilarious’; 
and regular short-fiction wranglers 
Jarred McGinnis and Sam Taradash. 

Literary Cabaret £5
Library Gallery, 8pm 

A fabulously entertaining mix of words 
and music hosted by Helen Smith, author 
of bestselling cult novel, Alison Wonderland. 
She’ll be joined by Kate Arneil, an actress 
and singer who has worked all over the 
world; Leo Benedictus, journalist and 
author of The Afterparty; Rebecca Chance, 
bestselling author of five racy bonkbusters, 
two mystery series and romantic comedies 
under the name Lauren Henderson; and 
Nat Segnit, writer and performer of two 
Radio Four series and author of novel 
Pub Walks in Underhill Country.

SUN 4-5PM SUN6-8PM
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Wilko Johnson in conversation 
with Zoë Howe £8
Town Hall, 8pm

Zoë Howe is a music writer who has 
collaborated with British R&B legend 
Wilko Johnson on his sensational new 
autobiography. Johnson, former guitarist 
with Dr Feelgood, is a unique performer 
who won a new generation of fans (includ-
ing us) through Julien Temple’s film, Oil 
City Confidential, and is now tearing up 
venues across the UK with his new band. 
We’re delighted to welcome Zoë and Wilko 
in conversation about his remarkable life - 
and he’s bringing the boys along to play 
a few numbers afterwards! 

SUN 8PM FRI/SAT/SUN

Stoke Newington Poets Free
Sunday, Mascara Bar, 2pm

Stoke Newington has a wonderful 
collection of resident poets, who will 
come together to perform some of their 
compelling verse. Featuring Peter Daniels, 
who will read from his new collection 
Counting Eggs, Katy Evans-Bush, Fran 
Isherwood, the Stokey Bard and others. 
Pull up a chair, sit back and be transported.

Well Versed Free
10pm-2am, Mascara Bar, 
Friday and Saturday

Acerbic performances from poets and 
sympathisers of the Morning Star, topped 
off with soul-rattling DJs late into the 
night. Featuring Tim Wells, Clare Pollard, 
Niall O’Sullivan, Wayne Holloway-Smith, 
Miriam Elia, Amy Acre, Sophie Cameron, 
Emlyn Hugill, Chip Grim, Joe Cairo and 
many more.

Live poetry then DJs until late.

Pop-Up Poets

At selected events, we’ll be showcasing 
some interesting poetic talent as a warm-up 
to the main event. It’s a way of discovering 
some new talent and giving poets access to 
a wider audience. If you like them, please 
applaud loudly and seek out their work. 

POETRY
AT THE
FESTIVAL

Wilko Johnson © Jerry Tremaine





Life is simply too glorious not to experience the odd delights of HENDRICK’S® GIN,
featuring curious yet marvelous infusions of cucumber and rose petal.

A MOST UNUSUAL GIN 

To join our most unusual world, visit us at HENDRICKSGIN.COM

PLEASE ENJOY THE UNUSUAL RESPONSIBLY

he realized that he’d NEVER DRINK ANY OTHER

Somewhere between 

‘OH’ and ‘MY’

GIN AGAIN
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Stoke Newington Literary Festival is a non-profit venture 
that aims to raise money for literacy initiatives within Hackney.

Supported by



HOMA Restaurant
71-73 Stoke Newington Church Street, London, N16 0AS
020 7254 2072 www.homalondon.co.uk @HomaLondon


